The In work it is shown that the hydroacoustic channels of impulse noise or short-term interruptions for improving the quality of data transmission can be applied different variants of convolutional and cyclic codes. Convolutional codes at a rate of R ≤ 3/4 in conjunction with broadband signals (BBS) or convolutional codes R ≤ 2/3 with code interleaving algorithm can reduce the probability of an error at the output channel for the known error statistics. Taking into account the energy gains from the computational complexity of encoding and interleaving of code is more favorable option "code + BBS" to 4÷5 interlaces. Given the multi-bit optimal filter BBS, its implementation is always more difficult than implementing a threshold decoder trellis.
Introduction
The transfer of a final set of code words known on the reception party (these words may contain from 4th to 128 symbols, number of words 16 ÷ 128 [1] ), is possible by use of some code words of any block code from total number of N B = q n -1 (where q -the code basis, and n-number of symbols in the word) with the subsequent correlation processing on the reception party. Thus code words, known on the reception party, are used as basic signals of correlators at coherent processing. Also coherent or incoherent processing of such code sequences by means of optimum filters is possible, each of which is coordinated in a form with a form of code sequence. However to increase probability of the correct reception of code words, it is necessary to reduce probability of transition of p(A i /A j ) for i≠j, where A i , A j respectively the accepted and transferred code words [2] . For this purpose it is necessary to transfer such Codes in the main strip of frequencies apply regardless of a modulation method, in the basic, with post-detection processing. PM process signals, as a rule, to the detector.
At big bases of a signal of B=TF > 10 2 ÷10 4 apply also discrete compound frequency (DCF) signals.
Sometimes they are called cascade codes. In DCF signals each element of a signal of BBS is a difficult signal, that is represents a set of simpler signals. Thus elements of primary sequence can represent code elements of a noise-proof code. Then it is about combined use of the codes correcting mistakes and BBS [5, 6] .
Binary correlation codes
Phase-modulated PM signals represent sequence of radio impulses which initial phases change under the set law. Usually the phase of a binary signal accepts values 0 or π (opposite signals). FM signal can be multiphase. M-sequences and sub-codes of noise-proof codes are of special interest as the number of necessary PSP can be big.
Correlation codes on the basis of M-sequences
M -sequences represent periodic sequences of impulses which properties are close to properties of casual sequences. The main properties of M-sequences are as follows.
1. M-sequences are periodic with the period N= q m -1, where q= 2, 3, 5 etc. -the code basis (as a rule, it is the whole prime numbers), m -number of categories of the register of the shift used for generation of sequence. Side petals of periodic FAC are equal (-1/N), and at FCC they don't exceed size of ( ) N 1 2. The M-sequence can be generally made of several types of impulses (for example, impulses can differ in initial phases, the bearing frequencies and so forth). Impulses of various look meet on sequence length approximately identical number of times.
3. M-sequences are formed by means of linear schemes on the basis of the shifting registers and the making polynomials. The demanded number of categories of the register of shift is defined from a ratio 3 1. M-sequences are periodic with the period N= q -1, where q= 2, 3, 5 etc. -the code basis s a rule, it is the whole prime numbers), m -number of categories of the register of the shift used r generation of sequence. Side petals of periodic FAC are equal (-1/N), and at FCC they don't ceed size of ( ) Power of ensemble is defined by expression [4] Power of ensemble is defined by expression [5] Gold's ensembles use information and basic registers and, respectively, two the making polynomial of g и (x) and g о (x).
More powerful Kassami's codes for even M use bigger number of registers, and degrees of the making polynomials are connected by a ratio Gold's ensembles use information and basic registers and, respectively, two the making polynomial of g и (x) and g о (x). 
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Correlation codes on the basis of noise-proof codes
Considering that correlation codes are a subset of noise-proof codes, already known cyclic codes can be used for receiving a correlation code of power of N В with satisfactory properties.
It is known that cyclic codes contain to (2 к -1)/n cycles of n volume. If to take one code floor from each cycle, it is possible to receive a correlation code of power of N В ≈ (2 к -1)/n. For example, Goley's code (23,12), d=7 allows to receive a correlation code of the power N В =178 at which the FСС level reaches 52% of the main petal of FAС.
Value of FСС depends on code distance which at not binary codes at equal with binary to length and speed is more. Respectively, correlation properties of not binary codes it is better. However in all cases it is necessary to check the received correlation code for lack of the quasicycles giving coincidence of symbols at shifts on some number of positions.
It is necessary to notice that correlation codes on the basis of cyclic codes have, as a rule, big power with an identical length in comparison with M-sequences.
Cyclic codes, as we know, are generated by cyclic shifts in Galois's fields [7] . Using Galois's fields, additive and the multiplicative groups, it is possible to construct other permutable codes, including nonlinear which can be used for receiving ensembles of DCF. Various groups of shifts are known, in which for creation of noiseproof codes various shifts are used: symmetric, sign-variable, Mathieu's, affine, and also cyclic. Optimum reception of block correlation codes of power of N В in the presence of cyclic synchronization assumes use of N В of correlators and the scheme of the decision choosing the code word with the greatest level of a signal (the greatest FCC). If speed of correlators at the set speed of transfer allows to use the multiplex mode, there can be enough one or several correlators with the reconstructed structure. Otherwise quasioptimum methods of reception which, at some loss in a noise stability, allow to simplify the scheme of the decoder are used.
Example of multiplex processing is the decoder having ROM in which all code words of the used code are written down. The decoder consistently for N В of steps reads out all mere verbiage and calculates their FCC with the accepted word, number of a step with the greatest value of FCC is issued for an exit of the decoder. At the power of code of 128 and modern element base such way of processing of a signal can provide rather low speed of transfer of symbols of a code (some tens of thousands of symbols a second). In the hydroacoustic channel it won't be restriction for application of such class of correlation codes.
BBS noise stability
BBS noise stability usually is considered concerning the fluctuation, impulse, concentrated hindrances and the disturbing influence of other BBS from the used ensemble. Therefore it is possible to consider that BBS doesn't change a signal noise stability concerning this type of hindrances.
However, if BBS signals is not absolutely orthogonal, that coefficient of correlation R ij ≠ 0, and when determining probability of a mistake p ош it is necessary to consider the following equality ( ) ( )
, from which follows that systems not of absolutely orthogonal signals are equivalent to system of orthogonal signals, if energy of these signals to increase in 1 ij R − time.
2. Action of impulse hindrances on a signal of BBS depends on intensity of a hindrance. We will consider a filter response in the form of the multiby-pass line of a delay with the detector. It will be defined the bending-around FCC BBS and an impulse of a hindrance, and instead of an impulse of a hindrance of duration of Т и (approximately equal duration of the BBS element) at the exit of the filter there will be a response lasting 2Т, and its size is equal to S и .
Then the relation signal/noise at the exit of the filter will be equal 2 2 ( )
Therefore, the impulse hindrance is weakened at the filter exit in B2 of times.
At intensive impulse hindrances it is necessary to close the channel for the period of action of a powerful impulse of a hindrance. For this purpose the scheme of reception turns on the limiter.
When passing through it of BBS and fluctuation hindrance the relation signal/noise decreases by 2 dB, but the level of hindrances is fixed. If the power of a impulse hindrance is much more signal power, at the exit of the limiter is the response determined only by restriction level. Therefore, the average power of a impulse hindrance of any power at the exit of the limiter will have identical power. A impulse hindrance influencing a signal, excludes from consideration the struck parts BBS signals. On the other hand the signal becomes not quite coordinated with the BBS filter. Thus the where E -energy of a signal, N o -the spectral density of power of a hindrance. Therefore it is possible to consider that BBS doesn't change a signal noise stability concerning this type of hindrances.
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Respectively the relation signal/noise at the exit of the filter (1) decreases and the probability of a mistake increases. 
Combined use of BBS and noise-proof codes
At combined use of BBS and noise-proof codes with correction of mistakes symbols of code words of a noise-proof code are transferred by signals of BBS of a parallel or consecutive look. (1) decreases and the probability of a mistake increases.
3. Action of the hindrances concentrated on a range having spectral density in a signal strip П P F = is defined by the relation signal/noise of a look
Therefore, the concentrated hindrance is weakened in В time. for a noise-proof code at which the code provides effective correction of mistakes, and also resistance to the impulse and concentrated on range hindrances. Application of a noise-proof code allows receiving necessary quality of transfer at the smaller relation signal/noise even taking into account redundancy of a code. As noise-proof codes both block and convolutional codes can be applied to the considered purposes. A lack of such where P cn -the power of the disturbing signal. To avoid expansion of a range, it is possible to apply consecutive BBS when the signal of BBS is formed of elementary signals which duration is equal to duration of code symbols [5] . In this case expansion of a range doesn't happen, but the general signal gets difficult structure as elements N of signals of BBS are at the same time transferred in the channel. In this case the peak factor of a total signal exceeds 1 that at nonlinear strengthening will lead to distortions and emergence of combinational frequencies. This phenomenon can be avoided if to use some parallel amplifiers of the transmitted signal.
Combined use of consecutive BBS and noise-suppressing code can be more preferable to a hydroacoustic communication channel in which width of a range of a signal is practically limited to a pass-band of hydroacoustic antennas and value of the bearing frequencies.
Questions of a noise stability of combined use of consecutive BBS and the codes correcting mistakes were considered in works [7, 8] . The main results of these works briefly consist in the following.
Application of consecutive BBS allows to receive a power prize in discrete communication channels with packages of mistakes at the expense of a decorrelation of mistakes. In channels with impulse hindrances even at the big power of a signal there can be mistakes whereas application of BBS or the correcting codes it is possible to achieve their correction. It doesn't mean that the power prize is infinitely great; in this case it is about a certain equivalent of EVK. Analyzing operation of the discrete channel with BBS at action of the impulse hindrances (PH) which in work [9] are considered as shortterm breaks (STP) of communication (this term is used further), it is possible to draw a conclusion that for ensuring identical probability of a mistake, in comparison with usual signals, BBS give an equivalent prize in the relation signal/noise in ((N-l пи )/l пи )FT times, and the power prize from transition to BBS will make
where l пи -number of mistakes in the corrected STP communication.
Using (2), can estimate EVK of the correcting code used together with BBS in relation to the channel with BBS without coding EVK 8 factor of a total signal exceeds 1 that at nonlinear strengthening will lead to distortions and emergence of combinational frequencies. This phenomenon can be avoided if to use some parallel amplifiers of the transmitted signal.
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Respectively, the general prize (EVKP) is defined by the sum
EVKP = EVP + EVK.
Respectively, the general prize (EVKP) is defined by the sum EVKP = EVP + EVK.
Considering that EVK increases with reduction of number of mistakes within code restriction, it is possible to expect that EVKP will be significantly more, than the simple sum of power prizes only from a code or only from BBS.
At optimum coherent processing of signals the probability of the wrong decoding of BBS when q of the BBS elements is distorted, depends on length of BBS, a way of transfer (a type of modulation) and a way of reception of signals
At optimum coherent processing of signals the probability of the wrong decoding of BBS when q of the BBS elements is distorted, depends on length of BBS, a way of transfer (a type of modulation) and a way of reception of signals Expediency of this or that decision can be defined after an assessment of computing complexity and complexity of realization of BBS processing devices and decoders the convolutional codes, and also statistical tests of these devices for channel models taking into account real statistics of STP.
Conclusions
In channels with impulse hindrances or short-term breaks of communication various options of use the convolutional and cyclic codes can be applied to improvement of quality of data transmission.
Thus for receiving positive and energetically favorable option it is necessary to consider the following:
-length of code restriction of a code and length of additional algorithm of a decorrelation of mistakes has to be less average value of an interval between packages of impulse hindrances; Results of calculations and pilot studies of correction of packages of impulse hindrances of l пи for the convolutional code R=1/2, n =404 and BBS of various length are given in Fig. 1 . Any convolutional code (n, k), the correcting t и of mistakes, can correct a package of errors of l пи = t и or more (for example, in the iterative decoder). The convolutional code for correction of longer packages of mistakes can be received by interleaving of symbols at the exits of i of coders of the same code [5] . Then [in, ik] a code which decoding requires i of identical decoders though in single-processor computers it can be done serially and in one decoder turns out [. Naturally, thus big memory and in i of times big computing complexity is required in i of times. As such codes can correct and independent errors, they it is more preferable than the codes which are specially -convolutional codes with a speed of R ≤ 3/4 together with BBS or the convolutional R ≤ 2/3 codes with algorithm of interleaving of a code allow to reduce probability of a mistake at the channel exit for known statistics of mistakes;
-taking into account EVK and computing complexity interleaving of a code is more favorable than "code + BBS" option to 4÷5 of interleaving;
-considering multiword length of the BBS optimum filter, its realization is always more difficult, than realization of the threshold decoder of a convolutional code. 
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Fig. 2. Dependence of EVK on duration STP
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